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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Max Planck Society (MPS) is a globally recognized research institution that conducts innovative research. In 2021, more than 5000 Doctoral Researchers (DRs), composing about 40% of scientific personnel, worked in 86 Max Planck Institutes (MPIs), broadly contributing to the excellence of the MPS. The Max Planck PhDnet is a network of all DRs of the MPS which was founded in 2003. Since then, the main goals of PhDnet are to improve interdisciplinary cooperation, optimize doctoral education and scientific exchange, improve working conditions, bridge communication between DRs and the MPS administration, and strengthen academic solidarity. Initiated in 2006, the PhDnet conducts an annual survey that serves as a pivotal tool to collect the voices of DRs. To further amplify our collective voices, the PhDnet has collaborated with DRs of the Helmholtz Association of German Research Centres (Helmholtz Juniors), the Leibniz Association (Leibniz PhD Network), and the Institute of Molecular Biology Mainz since 2019, forming what is known as the Network of Doctoral Research Networks (N2).

The aims of the PhDnet survey are as follows:

• Collect anonymous feedback from DRs from all three sections of the MPS: Biology and Medicine (BM), Chemistry, Physics and Technology (CPT), and Human Science (HS) – in order to be able to reflect on the different aspects of the doctoral education and work as DRs. Further, a comprehensive analysis addresses the most urgent concerns and evaluates the situation of DRs. We have been interested in topics such as working conditions, support structures, power abuse, satisfaction with holidays, salary, and mental health. The collected data is important evidence used for advocacy purposes by the PhDnet Steering Group, and further encourages the collaborative efforts with the General Administration (GA) of the MPS and to improve DRs’ working conditions.

• Investigate and discover latent issues experienced by DRs. In previous years we were able to gain insight into pay gaps, supervisory relationships, discrimination, and microaggressions, among other concerns [12]. This year we received concerns over:
  
  – Contracts in HS: there are about 4 to 5 times more DRs with internal stipends (which are phasing out since 2015 due to it not providing basic social security benefits) representing the HS sections than there are making up CPT or BM.
  
  – Lack of mentor support: only 41.5% of DRs have both a written agreement with their supervisor and a thesis advisory committee (TAC).
  
  – Lack of mental health support: 65% of DRs feel that psychological support needs to be improved at their
local institutes.

- Lack of awareness about Employee and Manager Assistance Program (EMAP): 65% of participants also report never having heard of the EMAP as a free support for all MPS employees.

- Being prepared for jobs outside science and academia: only 1 in 3 of DRs feel well prepared for jobs outside science/academia and less then 50% of DRs doctoral researchers are satisfied with their own situation regarding career development.

- Support during integration phase needs improvements: the majority of international DRs would have needed more support with finding accommodation, registering at local resident office, visa, immigration office and translation of working contracts and relevant documents.

• Conduction of yearly survey allows us to monitor satisfaction of DRs over policies that have been changed and helps in understanding the efficacy of the implemented changes and the following effects of changes (such as raising the DRs’ payment from 50% to 65% of TVöD and raising the number of holidays from 20 to 30 days within the doctoral employment contract.)

• Institute specific survey reports are distributed without harming the anonymity of participants. They help PhD representatives address local issues, voice opinions of DRs, provide opportunities to discuss adjustments of institute policies, and improve local support.

Survey topics were categorized into five chapters, namely:

- **Demographics**
  An overview of the participant demographics serves to ensure this survey’s validity, and reveals correlations between certain topics and demographic groups.

- **Working Conditions**
  Good working conditions attract excellent scientists and offer them stability during their research stay. We investigated some of the key aspects of DRs’ working conditions including employment situations, salaries, possibilities for extensions, hours of work, and lastly, holiday usage. We particularly explore relations between these topics with demographics and fields of study.

- **Career Development & Integration**
  Career Development aims to understand future career plans of DRs and current satisfaction about career opportunities inside or outside of academia. The Integration section investigates the existing support structures within MPS and their efficacy in addressing the community needs of international and domestic DRs.

- **Supervision Quality & Support**
  The perceived quality of the supervision received as well as the support received during the PhD affects not only the perspective of proceeding the projects successfully and the chances of successfully submitting a PhD thesis but also the mental health of the candidate. Here we have a brief overview on the quality of received supervision, as well as available mechanisms of support.

- **Satisfaction**
  In this chapter we included additional factors for assessing the overall satisfaction of DRs within the MPS that were not reported in previous chapters, such as: general areas that DRs felt they appreciated within MPS, areas they felt needed improvement, factors pushing them to consider quitting their tracks, and lastly, awareness of free counseling services available for navigating stressful graduate experiences.
In past surveys, we have reported here on the relationship between the above-mentioned topics and their influence on DRs’ mental health, with regards to anxiety and depression. This year this topic will be discussed within the N² framework.

Lastly, we would like to thank you, the thousands of willing MPS DRs, that have participated in this year's survey. Together, we have accumulated input over an enormous demographic pool. Your voices matter, and provide us insight into what shapes (or, conversely, what could be preventing the shaping of) our institutes into environments fostering scientific excellence and, ultimately, what ingredients are necessary for transforming our workplaces into thriving ecosystems.
Chapter 2

Demographics

Key Points:

- 2555 (47.2%) DRs across the MPS participated in the survey, representing all three sections at almost equal ratios.
- Women DRs are overall underrepresented in the MPS; they are vastly underrepresented in the CPT section, enough to counter the overrepresentation of women in the BM and HS sections.
- 42.0% of all respondents hold a German citizenship.

In the PhDnet survey 2021, a total of 5373 eligible Doctoral Researchers (DRs) were invited to participate from which we collected 2555 (47.2%) complete and valid responses. The overall response rate of 47.2% is slightly lower than in 2020 (48.4%). These answers provide us with an invaluable resource and representative insights to assess many aspects of being a DR in the MPS.

As shown in Figure 2.1, the participants in this year’s survey come in similar percentages from all three sections of the MPS: Biology and Medicine (BM), Chemistry, Physics and Technology (CPT), and Human Science (HS).

53.3% of survey participants identify themselves as men, 44.1% as women, 1.1% as gender diverse and non-binary, and 1.4% did not provide their gender identity at all. Due to the small sample sizes of those identifying as gender diverse and/or non-binary, or unwilling to disclose gender, for this survey we decided to investigate gender-based correlations solely between women and men-identifying participants. The proportion of gender identities has not changed compared to the year before. Also, as shown in the previous year, the proportion of gender identities varies between the three sections of the MPS (Figure 2.2). Within the CPT section the lowest proportion of DRs identifies as women compared to the BM and HS sections.
Differences in the proportions of men and women working in different fields are shown in Figure 2.3. More women work in fields such as Biology, Humanities, Social and Behavioral Sciences while more men work in Computer Science, Engineering, Mathematics, and Physics fields.

The majority of DRs holds a citizenship from the European Union, with 42.0% holding a German citizenship and 19.2% a citizenship within the European Union (except Germany). Finally, 37.3% of DRs hold citizenship outside the European Union (Figure 2.4). Of all respondents, a total of 63.6% identified as of European descents, followed by 8.9% East and Southwest Asian, 5.6% Latino/Hispanic, 6.3% South Asian, 3.1% Middle Eastern (Figure 2.5).
The average age of DRs at the start of their PhD is 26.3 years old. 8.1% of the DRs have or are expecting children.

Ultimately, here we report the demographics of willing DR survey participants, and readers can infer from it their specific conditions within MPS. However, it is important to note that there are variables for which we cannot account for in this survey; namely, the willingness for certain demographics to respond to surveys. To extrapolate the experiences of all DRs across MPS by demographics and fields of study, we assume an equal willingness from all demographics to participate in our survey.
Chapter 3

Working Conditions

Key Points:

- Studies relating to Human Sciences (HS) exhibited the largest income variability, while those in Biology and Medicine (BM) exhibited the smallest income variability.
- The fields of mathematics and humanities show the highest rate of unpaid DRs (approximately 10% and 8%, respectively).
- The standard length of a doctorate support contract in MPS is 36 months. However, only about 20% of all DRs expects to submit their PhD thesis within 3 years from the beginning of their contract. More than 50% of all DRs expect to submit their PhD thesis after more than 4 years from the beginning of their contracts.
- 50% of the unpaid DRs are currently working without pay because their funding ran out.
- 57% of unpaid employees are not collecting unemployment benefits.
- 50% of students on average are confident in their ability to receive extension of their working contracts to complete their PhD because more time is needed; the confidence drops to 30% average when considering parental leave as a reason for extension.

Working conditions are an important assessment that influence employees' physical and mental health, which directly relates to employee retention, competitiveness of future applicant pools, and the tightness of community within the work ecosystem [2]. It is important to find indicators where working conditions need improvement so that there is a basic safety net for the doctoral researcher’s well-being and financial situation.

3.1 Employment Situation and Funding

The aim of this section is to describe the employment situation of DRs in the MPS. We do so by categorizing DRs by sections, specific fields of study, gender, ethnicity and citizenship, and analyzing whether there are any visible trends in their employment situation. We also looked for commonly problematic employment situations such as no pay and extensive usage of stipend, to ensure that there is a basic safety net for the DRs’ financial situation and well-being.

Employment can categorize into one of five types:

- Contract
- External funding within Germany
- External funding from abroad
- Internal funding within the MPS
- Unpaid.

Contracts are a form of payment that is agreed upon for typically the entire duration of the DRs employment by DR and supervisor, which contains benefits such as a pension plan, social insurance, and health in-
surance. Stipends could be similar in terms of pay, but usually do not come with additional benefits and are typically not based by hours worked – these take the form of external funding from within Germany, international funding, and internal funding from the MPS. Internal stipends have been abolished from the MPS and are being phased out, however, we kept this as a category due to a small population of doctoral researchers still receiving funding this way [10].

We first categorized DRs into their respective sections: Biology and Medicine (BM), Chemistry, Physics and Technology (CPT), or Human Sciences (HS). The most common form of funding among all categories was a contract, with 80–90% of those in each section employed by one. Contracts are most common in the CPT section, followed by the BM section, while the lowest percentage of contract holders is among DRs in the HS section. There are about 4 to 5 times more DRs with internal stipends representing the HS sections than there are making up CPT or BM, as well as 3 times the unpaid employment ratio (Figure 3.1).

Similar tendencies were visible in employment when categorizing DRs into specific fields. The top three fields with highest percentage of contract holders are computer science, engineering and physics. The fields of social and behavioural sciences, humanities, and law and economics hold the least number of contract holders among DRs. Interestingly, the highest percentage of unpaid doctoral students works in the field of mathematics, with as much as 10% reportedly unpaid. The next highest unpaid population are those studying the humanities, with around 7–8% reportedly unpaid (Figure 3.2).
Next, we looked for correlation between gender and employment situation. More men (91%) than women (86%) are funded by contracts (Figure 3.3). Excluding the ratio of unpaid individuals, there were noticeably more women than men funded through non-contracts like scholarships and stipends. These results could imply one of several things: women could be applying for more scholarships and stipends, scholarships and stipends could be more actively geared towards women, or contracts could be given with a higher preference to men.

Employment situation across different ethnicity (Figure 3.4) reveals that African (12%), followed by Northeast Asian (10%) and Latino/Hispanic populations (8%) have the highest ratio of DRs in their respective ethnicity categories that have an external scholarship from Germany. Northeast Asians and East/Southeast Asians have the highest ratio of external funding from abroad, representing 20% and 15% of their populations, respectively.

Finally, contracts are equally common amongst German DRs and DRs within the European Union, while for those with citizenship outside the EU, other forms of employ-
ment are more common, especially external stipends and scholarships from Germany and abroad (Figure 3.5). This last result could be a tendency for international researchers to seek internationally recognized scholarship opportunities in their home country before applying for a research position abroad.
Figure 3.6: Distribution of DRs by employment situation and year of PhD project.
### 3.2 Unpaid Doctoral Researchers

In this section we focus our analysis on unpaid doctoral researchers. Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of DRs by their employment situation and year of their PhD project. The proportion of DRs who are currently unpaid is 1.6%. Seeing that 98.4% of the DR population participating in our survey have a funding source is reassuring. Among this 1.6% of MPS DRs representing those unpaid, about 80% have been involved in their PhD for or greater than 4 years. It is likely that this group is mainly comprised of DRs at the end of their PhD project who could not or did not wish to extend their contracts. It is worth noting that 7–8% of the unpaid DRs are in the second and third years - it is puzzling as to why they would be unpaid, with one plausible explanation being that they are taking a shorter duration through exceptional means to complete their PhDs.

It is, nevertheless, of interest to explore in more detail the group of unpaid DRs. Figure 3.7 shows that 50% of the unpaid DRs are currently working without pay because their funding ran out. 27.5% are not granted an extension of their funding and the smallest proportion (22.5%) are working without pay by choice.

About half of the DRs who are currently unpaid (See Figure 3.8: 49.0%) have been working without pay for more than 6 months, and among them, most go unpaid for longer than 12 months (26.2%). Most of the unpaid DRs are not collecting unemployment benefits (Figure 3.9, 57.1%), likely because they do not correlate "unpaid" with "unemployed".

### 3.3 Salary

The goal of this section is to provide a better understanding of how salary is distributed among DRs in the MPS.

Specifically we will look at salary distribution by:
- Section
- Specific field of study
- Citizenship
- Ethnicity (See appendix: Figure A.3)

For each category we investigate the pay gaps between fields and likely causes.
Figure 3.10 shows the income distribution of DRs according to their sections (BM, CPT, HS). Incomes ranged from less than 500 euros a month, to above 2500 euros. For all three sections, the median net income was 1901–2000 euros a month. This is a vast improvement from last year’s data [12], where significant differences in median net monthly income were observed between sections. The drastic improvements in pay are the result of PhDnet efforts in previous years, which granted the implementation of a minimum of 65% TvöD for all DRs within MPS, compared to the 50% from prior years.

Still, we noticed HS exhibited the largest income variability, while BM exhibited the smallest variability. 1–2% of each section’s population marked as having less than 500 euros a month (which are likely mostly the unpaid population, or stipend/scholarship’s holders). While this income categories represents a considerably small population of DRs, cumulatively they represent a population that exceeds those that marked themselves as unpaid. 1300 euros a month is less than the monthly minimum wage in Germany of 1621 euros a month (as of January 2021) [1]. These doctoral researchers are likely funded by external stipends/scholarships, which may not have accounted for the living costs within Germany. This may indicate a need for granting a small internal contract to improve their living standards, as one option, since these doctoral researchers benefit MPS in reducing costs by bringing external funding.
Figure 3.11: Distribution of net income by citizenship.
Figure 3.12: Distribution of net income by field.
When asked about citizenship, all participants reporting their citizenship shared the same median net monthly income between 1901–2000 euros a month, again an improvement from the year before (Figure 3.11). Those with non-EU citizenship did display a larger representation of DRs with lower monthly income than the other two categories. Further, we noticed that out of those that wished to not respond about citizenship, the median net income was lower, between 1801–1900 euros a month. This is a curious result, and paired with the earlier finding, could indicate that those with non-EU citizenship (who represent more of the underpaid individuals) feel less comfortable reporting on their citizenship in our surveys.

We next analyzed monthly net income by field. All fields, reported receiving the same median net income between 1901–2000 euros a month (Figure 3.12). Health and Medicine reported receiving the lowest median net income between 1801–1900 euros a month, while Computer Science DRs reported receiving the highest median of 2001–2100 euros a month.

### 3.4 Duration of contracts

Currently, about 60% of the DRs who participated in the survey have or had a contract or stipend spanning between 25–36 months. The percentage of contract or stipends with duration longer than 36 months has increased with respect to last year’s survey. A total of 15% of the DRs have contracts or stipends with the longest duration shorter than 2 years (Figure 3.13).

To evaluate whether contract/stipend duration covers the total time needed to submit the PhD thesis, we analyse the expected time to completion of the PhD project. We asked doctoral researchers about the estimated date of submission for their PhD thesis. If we assume that the PhD project is completed by this date, it is possible to model the amount of time doctoral students spent working on their thesis. We do so calculating and depicting the Kaplan-Meier curve. In Figure 3.14 the horizontal axis depicts the time from the beginning of a PhD project until the time of expected PhD thesis submission. The vertical axis represents the proportions of DRs who have not completed their PhD yet, 1 representing all DRs. At the beginning of the horizontal axis (Time since beginning of PhD = 0) no PhD thesis is being submitted, therefore the curve starts at 1. Then, whenever a PhD thesis is submitted (or expected to be submitted in our case), the Kaplan-Meier curve drops vertically by an amount proportional to the percentages of PhD thesis submitted after that fixed amount of time.
Figure 3.14: Estimated time to completion of the PhD project by section.

The doctoral support contract (Promotionfördertrag) provided by MPS typically lasts 36 months, which is perceived as the standard length of a PhD. We mark the three years reference point with a red vertical line. By this point, only about 20% of all DRs have submitted their PhD thesis, or expect to do so (in Figure 3.14 the drop of the curve at the three years mark reaches about 0.8). After three years there is some variation in expected time of completion of PhD project by section, with students in the CPT section submitting their thesis on average earlier than students in the BM and HS sections.

By the end of the fourth PhD year, about 50% of all DRs expect to have submitted their thesis, leaving another 50% of DRs needing more than 4 years to complete their project.

DRs in their third or more year might predict the time of submission of their thesis more accurately than DRs in their first or second year. Figure A.2 shows longer expected times to submission of the PhD thesis for DRs in their third or more year, compared to DRs in their first or second year.

There is a clear discrepancy between the length of contracts and stipends offered to DRs and the actual time that DRs need to complete their PhD project. Therefore, many DRs find themselves in need for an extension of their contract. In fact, over 40% of the DRs who answered our survey received at least one extension of their contract/stipend (Figure 3.15). We will explore the possibilities for contract extensions in the next section.

Figure 3.15: Number of extensions (or additional contracts/stipends) received during the PhD.

### 3.5 Possibility for Extension

During the course of the doctorate study, an assortment of unforeseen circumstances can arise. Time off due to family emergencies, illness, stalling after equipment malfunctions, paper "scoops", and experimental failures (which are arguably valuable scientific findings in themselves) can hinder the
progress of a DR. Perhaps a DR successfully finishes their degree but remains at work to transfer knowledge to the next DRs before moving to a different career. In such cases, it is possible to ask for extensions of employment contracts and stipends, although this decision is often made by institute directors using their own judgment. However, do DRs know whether extensions are even available to them in these situations, and if they do, to what extent can they receive extensions? Is the possibility of getting an extension correlated to employment situation or to the satisfaction with the supervisor?

DRs were asked whether they knew if it is possible to either receive an extension for (1) parental leave, (2) wrap-up phase post-PhD, or (3) more time to complete the degree. The greatest uncertainty of 62% resided in the category of parental leave, while the least uncertainty of 28% resided in the category of extension for PhD completion. However, with only 1 in every 2 to 3 DRs certain of extension capabilities, this result might encourage DRs and advisors alike to raise extensions as an early discussion point so that there is a clear understanding about options in the case of unforeseeable stalling or inevitable obstacles.

Interestingly, out of all three sections, participants in HS were least confident in their ability to receive extensions for any of the reasons provided. For example, over 20% were sure that they could not receive an extension for completing their degree in HS, while 50% of total answered the same in BM and CPT. This could potentially be explained by referring back to Figure 3.1 - according to this figure, DRs in HS have the highest percentage employed through a non-contract funding, which likely cannot be extended similarly to contracts.

This statement is supported by the results shown in Figure 3.18, which plots the responses of participants according to type of employment. Those with an external contract from abroad have noticeably less chances of receiving an extension compared to contracts, or even other forms of pay such as internal stipends and German funding sources.

![Figure 3.16](image_url)

Figure 3.16: Possibility for extending current contract/stipends for the following reasons.

The same responses were analyzed according to participant’s gender identity, section, and specific fields. As a positive, there were no correlations between gender and awareness of extension possibilities (see supporting figure A.5).
External funding sources, while often prestigious and beneficial to the DR, fail to provide enough academic support, for example by not providing possibilities for extension. To avoid such cases, it would be highly useful for advisors and DRs to agree upon a plan for funding in case their external grant runs out.

3.6 Holidays and Working Hours

A large indicator of workplace well-being is not only work environment and employment situation, but also the ability to take a break. Holidays and working hours play a large role in overall workplace satisfaction (see chapter 6: Satisfaction), and although the MPS does not enforce working hours and offers flexible holidays every year to employees, those supports are not necessarily taken advantage of from DRs for reasons such as workplace pressure, work overload, and pressing research. We decided to see whether there was a correlation between holidays taken and different fields of study, types of employment, as well as overall workload and supervision satisfaction.

**Working Hours** There exist studies showing that the amount of hours worked could have an inverse effect on productivity at work [9], and that time sovereignty could increase overall job satisfaction for workers [14]. Yet in much of academia, overworking remains a problem [5]. In this section we were interested in analysing the average working hours per week, to see whether doctoral researchers had differing patterns that deviated from working hours in a non-academic workplace.

We looked at average working hours in a week for different categories of DRs. Categorized by sections, about 50% of those in BM spend greater than 45 hours per week on average working. Those studying in BM account for the majority of those that report working 46–65 hours per week (9–13 hours a day for a five-day work week), followed by CPT and lastly by HS. There is no strong correlation with gender (see appendix: A.1).

Categorizing participants based on employment type, there is a large discrepancy in the number of DRs with internal stipends working less than 35 hours a week (17%) compared to DRs employed through other means, each category averaging 32.2 % of its population working under 35 hours a week.
To better understand if DRs work the exact amount of hours that they are required per week, or if we observe patterns of deviation, we plotted the difference between the average number of hours worked in a week and the number of hours required by contract/stipend.

The results in Figure 3.21 show that the vast majority of DRs work on average many more hours than they are required (right side of the histogram) with some DRs working 30 or more hours more than they are required by their contract or stipend. This results is obtained from the 2186 responses to both questions.

**Holidays**  Holidays offer time and flexibility for DRs to attend to family needs, travel, or time to simply relax. As of 2021, DRs holding doctoral support contract in the MPS are offered 30 days of holiday per year, most of which are flexible dates. As shown in 6.4 of this survey, holidays are among the most appreciated qualities of working in the MPS.
As shown in Figure 3.22, 12.2% of participants reported using most (26–30 days) of their holidays. The largest percentage of participants (23.9%) took between 16–20 days of holiday in the past year. 41.4% of participants reported taking fewer than 15 days off, with as many as 5% of DRs taking no holidays.

![Graph showing holidays taken off in the last year](image)

Figure 3.22: Holidays taken off in the last year.

Figure 3.23 shows that 57.2% of DRs feel free to take holidays, and the remainder of participants had various reasons for not feeling able to take their holidays. The majority (28.5%) felt that their workload was too high, and another 7.7% felt pressured by their supervisor to work. These 36.2% of survey respondents are unable to use their available holidays due to external stressors. However, due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and repeated lock-downs, many DRs did not have the opportunity/need to take holidays in 2021. Therefore, it is important to keep monitoring the amount of holidays taken by DRs in the coming years.

Direct encouragement from supervisors towards DRs to take their holiday time off could be of value towards alleviating stress, as well as to allow DRs time to rest and mentally recharge themselves.

![Graph showing reasons for not feeling able to take holidays](image)

Figure 3.23: Feeling able to take off holidays during the year.
Chapter 4
Career Development & Integration

Key Points:
• 59.5% DRs would like to work in academia after their PhD.
• 66% DRs do not feel well prepared for jobs outside science/academia.
• International DRs especially seek more support in different aspects of integration.

4.1 Career Development

One of the concerns when it comes to choosing the career path after graduating with PhD is the shortage of permanent jobs in academia worldwide. Consequently, the vast majority of PhD holders find jobs outside academia [8], [15]. Certain professional skills such as leadership, communication, teamwork and project management can be developed during the PhD studies and are valued by many employers. Therefore, career development is an important part of higher education, that guides doctoral researchers towards future jobs inside or outside academia and science. Until now, reproduction of science and scientists have been one of the most important part of scientific education itself. To understand better what are the preferred fields of work and positions for doctoral researchers after completing their PhD, we asked several questions regarding future career.

Our analysis show very interesting results: 59.5% of the DRs would like to work in academia, but also 74.0% of them would like to work in non-academic scientific research and finally 25.0% are considering non-science related jobs (Figure 4.1). These results show that DRs have diverse career plans.

Figure 4.1: Which field would you like to work in after completing the PhD?

Figure 4.2 exhibits the most attractive and, conversely, least attractive qualities of continuing onto an academic research career post-PhD. DRs feel that an academic research career will allow them to pursue interesting and diverse work that will give them a
sense of self-fulfillment and further develop their research skills. On the other side of the spectrum, the top three factors deterring DRs from a post-PhD academic research career are the limited prospects of obtaining a secure position, funding and lack of compatibility of own career plans with career plans of the partner or with having children. When we compare the career choice of staying in science/academia between genders (Figure 4.3), we observe no big difference between men and women.

Further, we asked DRs if they think they are well-trained for a job inside science/academia and for a job outside science/academia (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). While 75.2% of participants think that they are well trained for jobs related to science and academia, only 33.2% of answers stated that DRs feel well prepared for jobs outside science/academia. When correlating level of satisfaction with career development and being prepared for academia, we see that DRs who feel well prepared for academia are also satisfied with their career development status (Figure 4.6). Taken together, DRs at MPS feel optimistic towards an academic career because they feel well prepared. However, they are less confident about their competence in non-academic jobs.
have improved career development at their workplace (Figure 6.2). These results indicate that improvements could still be made both at the institute and at the MPS level regarding career development opportunities.

Some local institutes have introduced, to some extent, different measures that support career development of young researchers like mobility period, language classes, mentoring, soft skills, practical courses, means of transitions to a non-academic career and career development office (Figure 4.7). Still, only 45.5% doctoral researchers are satisfied with their own situation regarding career development (Figure 6.1), moreover 79.1% of the DRs stated that they would like to

4.2 Integration

Certain level of integration is required for non-German DRs in order to be committed to their studies. Of all MPS DRs, 57.9% come from countries other than Germany, which suggests the significance of offering necessary support to international and domestic DRs regarding work-related information and documents. This support comes, for example, as help with legal documents such as application for residence permits, and the bureaucracy surrounding the enrollment to Universities or graduate schools. In this regard we asked how integrated DRs feel at
their institute/center/unit in terms of language and support with administrative tasks.

Similarly to last year, 51.1% of international DRs reported that not all important information, such as group internal information, administrative information, and contract/stipend are provided in a language they understand (Figure B.1). Additionally, similar percentage of DRs as of last year (23.3%) found the language an obstacle for communication with the people at their institutes/centers/units (Figure B.2. These results show that language barrier in some institutes is still an issue that has not been improved from the last year. Less than half (43.8%) of DRs are satisfied with support for international doctoral researchers while 63.8% are satisfied with bureaucracy and administrative support (Figure 6.1).

A successful integration in a new city and/or in a foreign country can benefit DRs also in terms of easier and better performance during their PhD. Therefore, it is valuable to understand in which aspects the non-German DRs would have needed more support from local institute/center/unit when they started their PhD journey. The survey results show that the majority of international DRs would have needed more support with finding accommodation, registering at local resident office, visa, immigration office and translation of working contracts and relevant documents (Figure 4.8). In conclusion, international DRs in comparison to their German colleagues seek for more support during their arrival to the Germany. Therefore, better integration strategies should be applied on local levels.
Chapter 5
Supervision Quality & Support

Key Points:

- Only 41.5% of DRs have both a written agreement with their supervisor and a TAC.
- Lack of support is more prevalent in the CPT section.
- Only 33.3% of the DRs report no problem with their supervision.
- Regular meetings with a supervisor are associated with a higher level of satisfaction.

A successful doctorate relies not only on the capacities of the DRs but also on the quality of supervision and support received. According to the MPS guidelines on training doctoral students, it is recommended to be a written agreement between the DRs and their supervisors describing both rights and obligations to be observed during the course of the doctorate. Additionally, DRs should have the possibility to discuss their project with a second independent scientist. This often takes the shape of a Thesis Advisory Committee (TAC) which guide the DRs during their studies, offering independent and external advice [6].

5.1 General Support

While TAC members, supervision agreements, and written project outlines among others are recommended practices for a successful research project, these types of support are not fully spread across the various institutes of the MPS. These supports aid the DRs in keeping track of the aims and goals of their project, as well as helping track time.

Most of the DRs have either a TAC or a supervision agreement with their supervisor, 62.8% and 59.7% respectively, but only 41.5% of the DRs fulfill both of these criteria. Furthermore, less than half of the DRs have a written project guideline (47.9%), a PhD guideline (45.1%) or even a training plan (12.9%). More worrying is that 10.6% of the DRs lack any of the supports here described or are unaware of their existence (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Do you have one of the following supports?

The lack of support, or lack of knowledge regarding it, is more prevalent in the CPT.
section. 15.6% of the DRs in the CPT section are either not aware of such type of support or do not have any of the supports here listed. This is slightly more than the HS section (11.8%) and highly in contrast with the BM section (4.1%) Supplemental Figure C.1).

### 5.2 Supervisory relationship

Another essential criteria for a successful doctorate is the supervisor-supervisee relationship. DRs that feel well supported by their supervisors have a higher level of satisfaction [4].

To better characterize the quality of the supervision received we differentiate between a formal supervisor, referring to the main advisor of the thesis as present in the TAC committee, and a direct supervisor, with whom the project is discussed and consulted with on a regular basis.

Approximately half of the DRs (52.8%) have both direct and formal supervisors. When it comes to gender distribution, half of the DRs share the same gender with either their formal, 50.8%, or direct, 52.5%, supervisor, showing negligible gender-preference.

Supervisors, both formal and direct, are considered to treat the DRs politely, adhere to good scientific practices, encourage independent work and are open and respect their research ideas (Supplemental Figure C.2 and C.3). Overall, direct supervisors are more available to give advice when needed (84.4% to 63.8%), and are better informed both about the current state of the PhD project (82.58% to 55.26%) and the field of research (82.8% to 73.7%). In contrast, formal supervisors are considered to have slightly better leadership skills (69.3% to 66.1%) (Figure 5.2).

Most of the dissatisfaction with the supervisors is related to a lack of strict and/or clear requirements for the DRs’ work, lack of supervisor leadership skills, and lack of professional development support (Supplemental Figures C.2 and C.3). Formal supervisors are reported to have higher leadership skills (69.3% in comparison to 66.1%). In contrast, direct supervisors are reported to be stricter (46.2% in 34.2%) and to have clearer work requirements. As expected, direct supervisors, who are more closely in contact with both the DR and their project, are better informed about the current status of the project (82.6% in comparison to 55.2%) and give better constructive feedback (79.8% in comparison to 76.0%). The most common reported issues are related to lack of ex-
perts in the group (23.4%), lack of meetings (21.1%) and of encouragement by supervisors (20.4%). Overall, only 33.5% of the DRs report they have not encountered any problems with their supervision (Figure 5.3).

As expected, these issues tend to arise in the later stages of the project. Out of those who have encountered problems with the supervision in the past, the majority is composed of DRs that are on their third year or beyond (25.1% and 48.8% respectively) (Figure 5.5).

The proportion of DRs who have had problems increases with every passing year. Older students report a higher number of problems in all categories. From lack of enough experts in the group (29.0%) and lack of meetings (24.2%) to disagreements between supervisors (8.7%) and publications (10.4%). In contrast, first year DRs have the lowest rate of problems, with 53.7% considering they have had no problems with the supervision received so far (Supplemental Figure C.5).

This is noticeable when looking at distribution of the answers related to supervision problems. Although only 10.4% of the older DRs (3+) report past disagreements regarding publications, these comprise 68.8% of all DRs who reported problems with publications disagreements. DRs who are on their third year, or above, comprise the majority of the DRs who report lack of encouragement (51.5%), disagreements between supervisors (53.7%), problems with the supervisor personality (54.5%) and disagreements regarding publications (68.8%) as mentioned above.
are satisfied with how often they meet their formal supervisor. In fact, 46.9% of them would rather meet more frequently. The percentage of DRs who think they meet too often is relatively low in both cases (10.4% and 10.4% for formal and direct supervisor respectively) (Figure 5.6). Overall, those who meet with their direct supervisor more often report higher levels of satisfaction (75.1%) than those who do not (Figure 5.7).

**Figure 5.6:** How often do you meet with your supervisor?

### 5.3 Meetings and Feedback

Less than half of the DRs, 42.72%, are happy with the frequency of their supervisor meetings. Meetings with formal supervisors are less frequent, occurring less than once per year, while meetings with direct supervisors occur more frequently in a weekly basis (Supplemental Figure C.4). 65.2% of the DRs are happy with the frequency they meet their direct supervisor, in contrast to the 42.7% that

The possibility to discuss the project with other scientists is equally helpful and/or useful. TAC meetings help with both scientific and personal advice, prevent situations of power abuse and monitor the progress of the research project. Of the 62.8% of DRs that have a TAC, only 46.7% meet with them at least once per year, with 6.1% meeting them more often than that, and 4.3% only once during their PhD (Figure 5.8).
5.4 Hiring Opinion

When it comes to new hirings at their institute only 7.8% of the DRs are involved in the process with an active say. When looking at the percentage of DRs who are actively involved in the hiring process according to their section, then HS has the highest active say (at 8.8%), followed by BM section (8.5%) and finally the CPT section (6.9%)(Supplemental Figure C.6).
Chapter 6

Satisfaction

**Key Points:**

- The majority of DRs are satisfied with access to laboratory and office equipment, technical support, as well as vacation days.
- More than 1 in 4 DRs are dissatisfied with psychological support in their current positions.
- Approximately 1 in 3 DRs have considered occasionally (22.3%) if not often (11.6%) quitting their doctorate tracks. The most common reason for wanting to quit (22%) was due to feeling unqualified.
- Approximately 1 in 3 DRs expressed a strong desire for a higher salary as well as further career development opportunities.

6.1 High satisfaction leads to high productivity

A key indicator of a successful work environment is the satisfaction of its workers. Maintaining high satisfaction is not only an ethical obligation, but has been shown to correlate to higher work productivity and workplace camaraderie, from which innovative ideas can emerge [13] [3]. Doctoral research settings, however, have historically fostered highly stressful environments due to high work loads, relatively low salaries, time pressures and resulting poor work-life balance. Consequently this causes doctoral researchers (DRs) to undergo high rates of poor mental health. In 2017, DRs in Belgium were reported to have higher rates of mental health problems than any other highly educated general population [7], and in 2018, graduate students at Harvard were three times more likely than the average American to experience poor mental health [11]. Within the Max Planck Society (MPS), gathering information on overall satisfaction of DRs helps to investigate issues within the institute culture (as past surveys have succeeded in discovering [12]) as well as other areas that could be improved for insuring a thriving workplace.

We assessed satisfaction of DRs by assessing the following:

- Areas of general satisfaction within the workplace
- Suggestions for improvements within the workplace
- Reasons for considering discontinuing a PhD
- Awareness of EMAP

6.2 General Areas of Satisfaction with PhD

General satisfaction of various aspects were evaluated, spanning research accessibility, working environment, and time off. Satisfaction range spanned from "very satisfied", "satisfied", "Neither/nor", "dissatisfied" to "very dissatisfied". Generally, satisfaction far outweighed dissatisfaction in all areas,
listed in Figure 6.1, with the sole exception of mental health support, which returned comparable numbers of satisfied and dissatisfied individuals (21–26%). This latter result could indicate a need to bolster mental health resources for DRs.

Figure 6.1: How satisfied are you in the following aspects?

Notably, in Figure 6.1 we see that DRs are most satisfied with laboratory equipment (with an overwhelming 90% of participants reporting satisfaction) and as well as the number of available vacation days (88%). Close behind, office equipment, technical and scientific support, as well as adherence to good scientific practices in the work environment were rated highest in satisfaction. The majority of these categories seem to indicate the positive impacts that come with a comfortable financial situation for research groups.

6.3 General Areas needing Improvement

In this section, we were specifically interested in hearing from DRs about what areas of their work could use improvement to increase their satisfaction. Instead of using lowest rated responses to the prompt "If you think about your own situation as a doctoral researcher, how satisfied are you with the following aspects?", we directly inquired about what areas of work could be improved, which resulted in fairly different responses.

Figure 6.2 displays aspects of work that participants marked as needing improvement on a 5-point scale spanning "very much" to "not at all". As predicted by Figure 6.1, one of the top three areas needing improvement was psychological support, with 3 out of 4 (76%) students wishing to see them improved very much to some extent. Above the need for psychological support ranked career development, well as salary and benefits, each gathering concern from about 81–82% of participants.

6.4 Considering Quitting the PhD Track

There are a variety of reasons why a DRs may quit in their tracks. Here we asked survey participants about their thoughts on quitting, and what were the largest factors discouraging them from their current trajectory.
As shown in Figure 6.3, approximately 60% of current DRs in the MPS have at one point considered quitting their PhD track, with 22.3% occasionally considering and 11.6% frequently considering. Out of those that often to rarely considered quitting, Figure 6.4 indicates that the largest percentage of participants (38%) felt that they were not qualified enough for their field. Nearly equal amounts of participants found their career prospects unattractive, or had poor or no academic results (30.1% and 28.3%, respectively). The next most common reason the difficulty coping with workload (25%), followed by health a consideration for quitting their PhD track (22.3%). The least common reasons for considering quitting was the lack of project funding, administration, and the lack of interest in sciences (each of which collected less than 2% of total responses).

### 6.5 The Employee and Manager Assistance Program (EMAP)

As of 2019, MPS offers all employees the Employee and Manager Assistance Program (EMAP). EMAP is an immediate, free of charge, and anonymous external counseling services via the Fürstenberg Institute for employees and stipend holders, which is designed to provide support to those that feel that personal and/or professional issues are negatively affecting their well-being and mental health in their workplace. These counseling services can be invaluable for helping manage the stress of DRs navigating a difficult graduate experience.

According to Figure 6.5, approximately 66% of DRs have not heard that EMAP exists as a resource for them. curiously, the same number of people report psychological support as lacking within MPS. Out of the participants, less than 5% of DRs report having used EMAP before.

Among those that have used EMAP, ap-
Figure 6.5: Awareness of access to EMAP

Approximately 50% report having a satisfying or very satisfying experience, 23% had a neutral experience, while another 26% reported having a negative experience (Figure 6.6). With a higher number of DRs accessing EMAP, more feedback would be generated that could help service providers better meet the needs of MPS DRs.

Figure 6.6: Experience using EMAP
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Appendix A

Supplementary Figures: Working Conditions

Figure A.1: Hours worked per week by gender.

Figure A.2: Estimated time to completion of the PhD project by year of PhD.
Figure A.3: Salary by ethnicity of DR.

Figure A.4: Possibility of extensions by year of employment.

Figure A.5: Possibility of extensions by gender (gender diverse and no answers are excluded).
Appendix B

Supplementary Figures: Career Development

**Figure B.1:** Is all the important information (group internal, administrative, your contract/stipend) available in a language you understand?

**Figure B.2:** Is language an obstacle for communication with people at your institute/center/unit?
Appendix C

Supplementary Figures

Supervision & Support

Figure C.1: Do you have any of the following supports? Answers by section

Figure C.2: Rate the supervision provided by your formal supervisor
Figure C.3: Rate the supervision provided by your direct supervisor

Figure C.4: How often do you meet or would like to meet with your formal supervisor?

Figure C.5: Did you ever encounter problems regarding your supervision, according to the PhD year

Figure C.6: Do you have an active say in the process of hiring directors/professors/group leaders at your institution?
Appendix D

Methods

D.1 General Analysis

This year survey was implemented and run in collaboration with the N2 network. The data analysed in this report regards DRs of the MPS only. The clean-up of the raw data was performed within the framework of the N2 analysis. Therefore, we do not present here the details of the clean-up and we refer to the N2 survey report instead.

D.2 Variable re-categorization

Throughout the analysis, we have analysed the correlation between two or more key variables. For example, we categorized DRs according to their field of work and employment situation. In order to do so effectively, we had to re-categorize a few variables into bigger categories, in order to avoid categories with too few DRs.

1. Question A3 ("Which field (subject) are you working in?"): the answers "Agriculture, Forestry" and "Geosciences" were grouped in the category "Agriculture, Forestry and Geosciences", the answers "Health sciences" and "Medicine/Veterinary medicine" were grouped in the category "Health and Medicine".

2. Question A6 ("To which gender do you identify most?"): the answers "Gender diverse (Gender-fluid)" and "Non-binary" were grouped in the category "Gender diverse".

3. The year of PhD project was calculated as the difference in days between the date of the survey (19.10.2021) and the starting date of the PhD project: the first of the month indicated by questions A8a ("In which month did you start your PhD?") and A8b ("In which year did you start your PhD?"). This difference was then divided by 365.25 to obtain the current year of PhD project. We additionally categorize it into four categories:

   • first year if the year of PhD project was smaller or equal than 1;
   • second year if the year of PhD project was greater than 1 and smaller or equal than 2;
   • third year if the year of PhD project was greater than 2 and smaller or equal than 3;
   • fourth year or more if the year of PhD project was greater than 3.

4. The expected date of submission of the PhD thesis was calculated taking the first of the month indicated in question A9a ("In which month do you expect to submit your PhD Thesis?") of the year indicated in question A9b ("In which year do you expect to submit your PhD Thesis?").

5. Ethnicity was identified by question A10 ("To get a better picture on the diversity of your organization – I identify my
D.3 Demographics

The percentages described in this section were obtained by calculating the number of answer for each category by the totality of participants (2555). Underrepresented categories, with a percentage of 2% or less, are not described in the plots for ease of visualization.

D.4 Working Conditions

In this section we will briefly discuss the methods used to obtain the results presented in Chapter 3: Working Conditions. Most of the plots presented in the main report and in the corresponding appendix, are obtained from cross-tabulating the variables of interests and plotting the corresponding percentages.

Due to the fact that only 1.1% of all DRs identifies as gender-diverse, we have decided to exclude this category from all analyses which correlate gender identity with other variables.

For some specific analyses (but not all), we have excluded the categories "I don’t want to answer this question" and "I don’t know".

Finally, to obtain Figure 3.21 we have first obtained the average number of hours worked in a week by taking the mid-point of each answer-category from question C4 ("On average, how many hours do you typically work per week in total?"). We excluded the answers "I don’t know" and "I don’t want to answer this question", as they are not informative. For categories "< 20" and "> 80", we fixed 20 and 80 hours respectively. Then we considered answers to question B11 ("How many hours per week are you expected to work according to your contract?"), excluding the categories "I don’t know" and "I don’t want to answer this question". Finally, for each DRs who answered both questions, we calculated the difference between the average number of hours worked in a week and the number of hours required by the contract/stipend. We plotted the result of this calculation as an histogram; a positive number indicates that the DRs works more hours than required, while a negative number indicates that the DRs works less hours than required.

D.5 Career Development

The majority of the figures in this chapter, with the exception of 4.4, 4.5, and 4.8, are Likert Plots. Due to their representation of diverging answers, they follow an equally diverging color scheme that differs from the rest of the report. The answers range from red (negative answers) to blue (for positive answers).

For this section only valid (non-missing) answers were considered. For the likert plots answers of "I don’t know" or "I don’t want to answer" where not taken into account since they cannot be quantified into positive or negative. Percentages add up to 100% for each statement taken into account.

For the last figure "percentage of DRs that would have needed more support in different aspects from institutes/center/unit" the categories "Citizen within the European Union (EU)" and "Citizen outside the European Union (EU)" were merged into the category "Non-German".

D.6 Supervision and Support

For this section only valid (non-missing) answers were considered. For the likert plots answers of "I don’t know" or "I don’t want to answer" where not taken into account since they cannot be quantified into positive or negative. Percentages add up to 100% for each statement taken into account.
To compare the frequency of meetings with the wished one we calculated the number of answers whose frequency of meeting was either smaller, larger or equal to that of the desired one for each of the respective supervisors.

### D.7 Satisfaction

The first two results presented in Chapter 6: Satisfaction, are Likert plots of questions C1 ("If you think about your own situation as a doctoral researcher, how satisfied are you with the following aspects?") and C11 ("Which of the following aspects of your work as a doctoral researcher would you like to be improved?") respectively. Answers range from "Very dissatisfied" to "Very satisfied", or from "Not at all" to "Very much". To highlight the diverging nature of the data, we have chosen to deviate from the color scheme used throughout the report, and to opt instead for a diverging color scale which ranges from magenta (for negative-type answers) to blue (for positive-type answers).
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